
RDT Minutes of Meeting
17th June 2014 – Liverpool Marina Grill

1. Apologies:

Chris Clever
Dave Reynolds

2. Chairs Report

2 new paddlesport shops have opened in the region (yamba and canoe exped).
Ian has been re-elected to his post for another 3 years.
Pat has received a letter suggesting that she was putting people up to paddle outside the 
agreed dates and threatened 'legal action'.  Pat has since stepped down as access officer for 
Halton Rapids.
Go Canoeing week exceeded its targets for distance over the whole country (by nearly 3 
times).  Clubs reported that it was events were good, but smaller than last year.
Old members of Adlington canoe club have been in touch.  There is now only 3 or 4 of them 
still paddling and keeping up the lease of the building.  Alan is continuing to work with them 
to maybe merge with another club.
Alan suggested arranging a meeting with the marketing team to explain the new logo.  This 
was turned down with an overwelming lack of support.

3. Treasurers Report

There have been virtually no transactions since the last meeting. There has only been 2 
clubmark payments and a sign for the facilities as Halton Rapids.
There may be additional solicitors expenses for the lease at Halton Rapids.
The coaching bursary was discussed and has paid out approximatly £1000 per year.  There 
was suggestions to look into funding streams to continue this once the original money runs 
out.

4. RCR Report

There has been interest to fill Simons old post in Cheshire.
George is heading up the September update.
Ian fed back the concerns regarding the 2,3,4 star awards and the gap between 2 and 3 star. 
There are concerns that 2 star is being assessed at a too low level.
The discussion of a loophole with 3 star WW and Touring had been noted.
2015 update dates will be the 1st week in March and 3rd Week in September.
The region is looking into funding coaches who could run foundation modules to support 
updates.  Ian will identify 3 or 4 coaches and fund the orientation and training costs (£30 
each).  It was proposed by pat for 6 people and agreed by all.

5. Access

see Halton Rapid comments in the Chairs Report.

6. Safeguarding

No new issues

7. Website



The website is doing a good job and the number of email / twitter followers is steadily 
increasing.

8. CDO Report

Tom is new to the post but said he has already met with several clubs in his area.

9. AOB

There was a suggestion that Canoe Focus could have route guides like in climbing / walking 
magazines.

It was decided that the RDT will return to 3 monthly meetings with a full years meetings 
being published in advance.

Date of next meeting:
9th September 2014 @ Halton Rapids


